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SUMMARY
Networked virtual environments (NVEs) are an emerging class of Internet appli-
cations which allow geographically separated users to virtually meet each other.
Real world objects such as buildings, meeting places and vehicles are imitated
using graphically rendered 3D objects. Users are represented using graphical ob-
jects called avatars, which they can control to imitate natural human activities
such as walking, running, dancing, as well as supernatural activities such as flying
and teleporting. Voice chat are generally available to improve the realism of user
interactions.
Textures are one of the key components of graphics which bring in beauty
and realism to virtual environments. Material and color information of virtual
objects are represented using textures. Textures, however, introduce high amount
of network traffic and limit widespread usage of NVEs [26]. In this thesis, we study
the use of proxy caching of textures as a solution to this problem.
We used Second Life, a popular NVE as our experimental platform. Using
information collected from Second Life, we synthesized workloads for a proxy cache.
We conducted simulation experiments to identify cache policies to use in proxies
xand our experiments show that popularity based static caching schemes help to




Networked virtual environments (NVEs) are a class of internet applications which
allow geographically distributed users to virtually meet and interact with each
other in real time. With the advancement of technologies, it is now possible to
create realistic virtual environments using 3D graphics. In modern NVEs, real
world objects such as buildings, meeting places, and vehicles are depicted using
3D objects. Users are represented using graphical objects called avatars. Users are
allowed to control their avatars to interact with other avatars and virtual objects.
Avatar activities include natural human activities such as walking, running, dancing
and also supernatural activities such as flying and teleporting. Other forms of
interactions such as text and voice are also combined in to avatar controls. With
more realistic and exiting forms of interactions, modern virtual environments have
lot of room for creativity. Gaming, virtual universities, virtual conferences and
2virtual shopping are among utilities of virtual environments.
Textures are one of the very important components in virtual environments
that bring beauty and realism into virtual environments. The material and color
information of virtual objects are represented using textures. Textures are applied
to surfaces of 3D objects to render realistic looks and feels. Natural scenes are
complex in color and material diversity. To show virtual scenes more naturally,
large amount of high resolution textures are needed. Typically, textures account
for a significant portion of storage requirements for virtual environments.
There are two approaches to distribute graphical contents of virtual environ-
ments to end users: (i) using storage media such as CD and DVD, or (ii) transmit
on-demand via networks.
In the first approach, graphical information such as textures of virtual environ-
ments are stored in end users’ computers. Communication with servers is required
to login and to maintain game states. Blizzard entertainment’s Massively Mul-
tiplayer Online Game (MMOG) called World of Warcraft, is one of the popular
virtual worlds which utilize this approach. With this approach, the ability to make
changes to the environment is limited. If the producer wanted to make changes to
the environment, such changes can be periodically delivered as patches or updates.
Users are restricted from making changes and creating new objects in environments.
Linden Lab’s social game, called Second Life, use the second approach. Environ-
ments are simulated at servers and information about environments are transmitted
to client applications over the Internet. Client applications render the environment
according to the information it received. With this approach, since environment in-
formation is delivered from centralized location, it is possible to make rapid changes
to environments. In Second Life, users are allowed to make amendments to envi-
ronments. This feature made Second Life a continuously growing virtual world.
3Lindens Lab’s introduction to Second Life emphasizes the user domination of Sec-
ond Life. It says “Second Life is a 3D online digital world imagined and created by
its residents.”
While giving the flexibility of dynamic expansion, the second approach of con-
tent distribution introduces a different kind of limitation. Two notable issues are
high bandwidth utilization and delays in rendering:
• Sending graphical contents over the network requires high bandwidth and
limits the extensive usage of NVEs. It has been analysed that Second Life is
utilizing 10-100 times more bandwidth (median bandwidth utilization of 775
Kbps) compared to the three other popular MMOGs, namely World of War-
craft, Madden NFL, and Unreal Tournament (median bandwidth utilizations
of 5, 14, and 67 Kbps respectively) [22]. Second life distributes graphical
contents over networks while the latter three stored graphical contents in end
users’ computers.
• With the second approach of content distribution to render sceneries of virtual
environments, client applications have to wait for information received via the
network. The transmission delays in the internet may reduce the quality of
user experiences. It has been observed that graphics in certain places in
Second Life may take several minutes to fully resolve and render correctly
[15].
1.2 Approach
We now describe our approach to address the issues above.
Caching is a technique that can be used to reduce the bandwidth utilization and
latency. Caching can be done at local hosts of users or at intermediate hosts in the
4networks. It has been observed that local caching helps to reduce the bandwidth
utilization of Second Life by about 50%[23][28]. However, local caching does not
avoid the redundant transmission of the same data to multiple users in the same
network. Caching at intermediate proxy hosts allows eliminating this drawback by
sharing cached contents among several users.
With future expansion of NVEs, there will be significant amount of NVE users
in corporate networks such as universities. These users will demand high amount
of network bandwidth. Proxy caching at corporate networks will help to alleviate
this problem. Our objective was to study proxy-based texture caching schemes for
future NVEs in the context of Second Life.
To design a good proxy-based caching scheme, knowledge about textures and
network traffic patterns associated with textures is important. There is, however,
little information on textures and network traffic profiles related to textures in
Second Life. The objective of our research was to study these topics and we believe
that our study would help to bridge this gap.
1.3 Texture Traces
For our study, we collected texture maps from Second Life.
The texture maps collected contain size and coordinate details about textures
in Second Life regions. Avatar mobility traces are footprints of avatar movements
in Second Life regions. Combining the information from texture maps and mobility
traces, we generated hypothetical texture download workloads that we call texture
request traces.
We collected texture maps of 100 Second Life regions for our experiments. We
also collected two sets of avatar mobility traces and generated texture request traces
5associated with them. The time and place where we collected the data are:
1. In 11 days between 2011.01.19 to 2011.01.29, from 6 Second Life regions.
2. in 16 day between 2011.08.15 to 2011.08.30, from 4 Second Life regions.
Our data traces is available for the research community to use in their studies.
By analysing texture maps, we observed that individual Second Life regions
may contain hundreds of megabytes of textures. They are not evenly distributed in
size and location. Avatar mobility traces show that there are hot spots in Second
Life regions and avatars tend to gather in those places. Texture request traces
show that several users together would download gigabytes of texture data daily
and that indicate the potential benefits of texture caching at proxies.
Our texture request traces show popularity pattern of textures in Second Life
is different from well known Zipf’s like popularity patterns for World Wide Web
(WWW) contents[9]. In Second Life regions, there are two groups of textures which
have two different popularity levels. Popularities of textures within each group are
in same magnitudes while the popularity difference between groups were significant.
This made a skew shaped popularity pattern for textures.
In Second Life, relationship between objects is spatial, and therefore its nature
is different from the hyperlink based object relation in WWW. A high number of
objects around particular geographical location would have similar magnitude of
popularity. It is known that some locations in Second Life regions are more popular
than other locations (hot spots) [27] and it would make two popularity levels of
objects.
This skew shaped popularity pattern suggests that a popularity based caching
policy where replacement rate is low would be suitable for Second Life. This ob-
servation motivates our study of a popularity-based, static caching scheme. The
details of which will be presented in Chapter 6 of thsi thesis.
61.4 Organization of Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides a literature review of research relevant to our work.
• Chapter 3 gives a brief introduction to Second Life.
• Chapter 4 describe methodologies we used to collect and generate our data
traces.
• Chapter 5 contain analysis of our data traces.
• Chapter 6 describe caching algorithms we used for our simulation studies.
• Chapter 7 present results of our simulation studies.
• Chapter 8 marks the conclusion of our thesis providing a summary of our
work and future directions.
7CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we provide a brief survey of the existing related work.
2.1 Scalability of Virtual Worlds
Scalable architectures for distributed virtual worlds is one of the widely discussed
topics in literature. While there are proposals for P2P architectures [18, 21, 11],
many of the existing virtual world use centralized server/client architecture [29].
Even though P2P architectures are self-scalable for content distribution, additional
requirements for virtual worlds such as physics simulation and virtual economy are
challenging aspects in P2P architectures. Demand driven geometry data trans-
fer [13] and distributes scene graphs [25] are among techniques used to improve the
scalability of server/client-based virtual world. In this project, we studied about
proxy-based caching, which can be used as an scalability enhancement technique
to server/client-based virtual worlds.
82.2 Characterizing Second Life
Our experimental platform, Second Life, is one of the successful implementations
of server/client-based virtual worlds. Due to its large user base and support of
programming interfaces, Second Life gains attention of researchers. There have
been various kind of researches conducted on Second Life.
2.2.1 Traffic Analysis
There have been several studies to understand and model the traffic profiles of users
in Second Life. Fernandes et al. analysed the dynamics of client side traffic for
Second Life for three different activities of avatars and found walking and flying tend
to utilize more bandwidth than for standing [16]. Kinicki and Claypool et al. did a
similar study by including teleporting to the considered avatar activities and found
that teleporting tend to utilize even more bandwidth [22]. Recent studies by Oliver
et al. validated these observations [28]. There have been proposals and attempts
to make synthetic models to represent traffic profiles of Second Life clients [8, 17].
These studies focus on network traffic associated with individual Second Life users.
In contrast, we attempted to synthesize network traffic associated with multiple
users.
It is known that the download bandwidth of Second Life clients is a throttle
system with 500 Kbps default value. Traffic is divided into different channels, and
each is allocated a portion of the global throttle.
Studies showed texture related data accounts for more than 50% of download
traffic [28, 8, 26]. This findings motivate our project, which study proxy-based
caching techniques to reduce texture traffic.
92.2.2 Studies on Objects and Avatars in Second Life
In our studies, we identified two popularity levels for textures. Also we observed
popularity patterns in texture request traces were similar across different days.
From the studies about avatar mobility patterns in Second Life, it is known that
avatars in Second Life imitate real life human behaviors. It showed that certain
areas within Second Life regions are more popular and avatars tend to gather
in those areas. Diurnal patterns of avatar visits to regions were noticed [24, 27,
31]. These phenomena explain why there are two different popularity levels for
textures and similar popularity pattern across different days, on synthesized texture
requests.
Studies about objects in Second Life showed most of the objects are never
changed once created [31, 30]. This static nature of objects gave us the intuition
about static texture caching scheme where cache content is seldom replaced.
2.3 Caching
Caching is an widely used techniques to improve the performance of systems. We
limit our discussions here to caching in WWW and caching in NVEs, two of the
most related domains to this thesis.
2.3.1 Caching in WWW
World Wide Web is a dominant Internet application that utilizes proxy-based object
caching extensively. At the beginning, WWW proxies employed with traditional
cache replacement policies such as least recently used (LRU), least frequently used
(LFU) [32, 33]. More sophisticated caching schemes such as Greedy Dual-size [19,
20] were developed later. The caching schemes for WWW proxies were established
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to work well for zipf’s like object request patterns [9]. It was doubtful whether the
same caching schemes will work with skewed object request patterns observed in
Second Life.
2.3.2 Caching in NVEs
The idea of object caching is not new to NVEs. There have been several propos-
als and experiments on object caching in the context of NVEs. In 1998, Chim et
al. emphasized the requirement of object caching to meet the future expansion
of NVEs [12]. Their experiments were based on a hypothetical NVE and hypo-
thetical user motion patterns that showed local object caching facilitate significant
reductions of bandwidth utilization. Based on the realistic observations of spatial
distribution of objects and motion patterns of users in Second Life, Varvello et
al. [31] suggest that local and distributed caching schemes would be useful. In
their studies about textures [26] and avatar mobility [27] in Second Life, Liang
et al. suggested that local and proxy based caching schemes would be beneficial.
Oliver et al. [28] and Kumar et al. [23] observed that local caching is helped in 50%
reduction of the bandwidth utilization of Second Life. There has been no study





We used Second Life, a popular virtual world as our experimental platform. This
chapter gives a brief introduction to Second Life.
3.1 History of Second Life
Second Life is a 3D virtual world developed by Linden Lab [3]. It was launched on
June 23, 2003 as a social game with no specific game objective. Second Life users
are called residents. They interact with each other through their avatars. As of
2011, Second life has about one million active residents [5].
3.2 Second Life System Architecture
Second Life use client/server architecture. The client is a program that renders
the world using graphics and meta-object information received from servers. Client
12
does not keep any state information. It updates servers when avatar makes changes.
There are several components in the server side [7].
• Login server - Responsible for user authentication.
• User server - Handles group details of users and instant messaging sessions
between users.
• Simulator server - This is the main server process. Virtual world is divided
in to 256 X 256 meter regions called sims. Each sim is managed by an
independent simulator server process. The simulator server is responsible
for managing state information of objects and avatars in sims. It calculates
what objects and avatars are visible to each user in the sim and then transmits
visibility details to connected clients. It also runs a physics simulator that
manages phenomena such as gravitation, collisions and update object details
accordingly. Each simulator is connected to four geographically adjacent
simulators via UDP.
• Space server - Handles connection between simulator servers. When an avatar
crosses sims, this server manages the handover of users between simulator
processes.
• Data server - Handles connections with database servers.
• Database servers - There are several database servers that store different data
components.
• Map server - Manage the global map of entire virtual world. This transmits
global map details to viewers on demand.
• RPC server - This allow developers to communicate with servers via XML-
RPC rather than using official client program.
13




Login Server User Server Space Server Data Server
Utility ServersSimulator Servers
Viewer
Figure 3.1: Second Life’s Architecture.
3.3 Communication between Client and Server
After the logging in process is complete, the majority of client-server communica-
tion is between simulator servers and the viewer. For our project, we examined the
network traffic between simulator and the viewer. The communication protocol
between Second Life client and server is not public. However, a significant reverse
engineering attempt is under way in the libopenmetaverse project [1], providing a
set of C# APIs that allow third party applications to interact with Second Life
simulators at packet level.
It has been identified that there are more than 380 packet types [23, 2] in Second
Life. However, for our project, only 5 packet types which are involved in object
meta-data and texture data communication were relevant. Following subsections
give descriptions of the packet types we utilized for our studies.
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3.3.1 ObjectUpdate
Using ObjectUpdate packets, the simulator informs viewer about the existence of
objects. The packet header of ObjectUpdate includes information of the region
where the object is located. Other details about objects are encapsulated into its
data blocks. There might be multiple data blocks in ObjectUpdate packets where
each data block corresponds to different individual object. Even though there are
numerous fields in the data block [4], only a subset is relevant to our project.
Description of the data fields which are relevant to our project is given below.
• ID – A 32 bit integer which is used to uniquely identify an object within a
region.
• FullID – A 128 bit universally unique identifier (UUID) of the object. This
value is transmitted only once and subsequent communication related to the
object is done using region local ID.
• ObjectData – This field contain numerous information of objects. We are
interested in position and rotation details and the boolean value that indicate
whether the object is an avatar or not.
• ParentID – If an object is attached to another object then the geometric in-
formation such as position coordinates are given relative to the parent object.
ParentID is the local ID of the parent object.




Similar to the ObjectUpdate packets, the ObjectUpdateCompressed packets are
also used by the simulator to inform the viewer about the existence of objects.
These packets also contain similar fields as ObjectUpdate packets. The data, how-
ever, is in compressed format. We observed that information of avatar objects
are always transmitted in uncompressed packets. For other objects, both types of
packets were used. It is unclear what are the criteria used to decide whether the
object update data should be sent in compressed or uncompressed formats.
3.3.3 RequestImage
From object updates, viewer gets list of UUIDs of textures that are attached to
the faces of objects. These textures need to be downloaded to render the object.
Viewer requests each texture using individual RequestImage packets.
3.3.4 ImageData
Simulator sends ImageData packets as responses to RequestImage packets. Tex-
tures in Second Life are stored as JPEG 2000 format [14]. ImageData packet
contains the base resolution image of textures together with the meta-data of the
texture. Size of the entire texture can be found in the meta-data.
3.3.5 ImagePacket
These packets contain additional levels of representation of the texture. When the




With these background on Second Life, we now proceed to describe our methodol-




We used three types of data traces for our experiments. This chapter describes
methodologies we used to collect our data traces.
4.1 Texture Maps
In this project, we collected location and size traces of textures (texture maps) in
Second Life regions. Texture maps contain following details:
• Texture UUID – Universal unique identifier of texture.
• Texture position – Relative X,Y coordinate of texture position within the
region. Second Life regions are rectangular areas of 256 X 256 meters. The
south west corner of the region is considered as the origin (0,0).
• Texture size – Size of entire texture in bytes.
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There was a previous effort by Liang et al. to collect texture maps in Second
Life regions [26]. They logged in to Second Life via a proxy using the official Second
Life client program. Then, they manually moved their avatar in Second Life regions
so that the client downloads textures to view scenery. While downloading textures,
packet level details are dumped at proxy in order to gather texture location and
size details.
We used a similar strategy to gather texture location and size details. However,
we used a custom text based client on which we have more control, so that it
does not need to manually move avatar across regions. Furthermore we corrected
a logical error in the work done by Liang et al. [26]. They did not consider the
possibility of multiple instances of same texture. We observed that same texture
might be attached to multiple objects which are located at different places in the
region and we corrected this error in our work.
The steps to collect the texture maps are given below.
1. We made a custom Second Life client utilizing the open source library libopen-
metaverse. Our client communicates with Second Life servers and receives
object information in a manner similar to the official Second Life client. The
client camera details were modified so that it can view distance of 2048 me-
ters. This distance value is sufficient to view entire region and to receive
details of all objects in the region.
2. After the client logged in to the region, avatar was automated to rotate so
that it can view the entire region.
3. During the avatar stay in the region, all the received ObjectUpdate and
ObjectUpdateCompressed packets were decoded and information was logged
in to a file which we called object data log. Object data log contain following
19
details.
• Object UUID – Universal unique identifier of the object.
• Object local ID – A 32 bit integer which used to uniquely identify object
within a region.
• Object parent ID – If the object is attached to another object then this
is the local ID of parent object. Otherwise, this value was zero.
• IsAvatar – A boolean value. Avatars are also objects and simulator
sends avatar details also in object update packets. For our studies, we
considered textures on static objects only. This boolean value is used to
filter out details associated with avatars.
• Object position – Relative X,Y coordinates of objects.
• Texture list – List of UUIDs of textures attaches to faces of the object.
4. While decoding ObjectUpdate and ObjectUpdateCompressed packets, the
client program maintains a dictionary of texture UUIDs it sees. After allowing
sufficient time to receive details of all the static objects in region, the client
start to request each texture in its texture dictionary using RequestImage
packets.
5. Upon receipt of ImageData packets a separate log file was created, which we
called image data log. Image data log contains the Texture UUID and the
associated texture size in bytes.
6. By processing the object data log collected in Step 3 and image data log
collected in Step 5, the texture map of region was generated. The processing
involves following steps.
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(a) All the avatar objects and child objects of avatar were omitted from
texture map calculation.
(b) If an object is attached to another object, then its parent ID is non-
zero. Parents of such objects were recursively searched and relative
coordinates of child objects were added to parent object coordinate in
order to receive region coordinate of child objects. For some child ob-
jects, parent searches failed and such child objects were omitted from
texture map calculation. It can happen due to some packet losses when
the information about child objects were received but the packet corre-
sponding to parent object was never received. However, such instances
seldom occurred and did not make significant mismatches.
(c) For all the objects which were valid for calculation of texture maps,
the face texture list was taken and region coordinate of the object was
considered as position of the textures in the list. Size of the texture was
taken from image data log. Same texture might be attached to multiple
faces of the same object. Such cases were considered as single instance of
texture in texture maps. Note that the same texture might be attached
to multiple objects which are located in different coordinates. Such
textures were considered as different instances in texture maps.
4.2 Avatar Mobility Traces
The second type of data traces collected for this project is called avatar mobility
traces. These traces are periodic snapshots of location and viewing direction details
of avatars in Second Life regions. Avatar mobility traces contain following details.
• Time stamp – This is the time at which the record is written. Avatar location
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information was collected at 10 second interval.
• Avatar name – User name of the avatar. In Second Life each avatar has
unique user name.
• Avatar position – Relative X,Y coordinate of avatar position within the re-
gion. Second Life regions are rectangular areas of 256 × 256 meters. The
south west corner of the region is considered as origin (0,0).
• Avatar view angle – The angle between the x-axis and the direction at which
avatar is facing. If avatar is facing east, then this value is zero.
There was a previous effort by Liang et al. to collect avatar mobility traces
in Second Life regions [27]. They used a custom client which logged in to Second
Life regions and collected avatar location and viewed direction details by decoding
packets it received. We used the same technique to collect avatar mobility traces.
We made following improvements to their system.
1. There was a memory accumulation problem in their programs which caused
the system to crash periodically. We modified their programs with different
data structures and eliminated the memory accumulation problem.
2. Due to various reasons, time to time client disconnected from servers. When
disconnected or crashed, it was reconnected again using an automated scripts.
However on re-connection, the avatar might be placed in a different region
than the region where it was intended to collect data. This could happen if
the simulator server associated with intended region was down or busy. We
modified the client programs and monitoring scripts to overcome this issue so
that we can collect data for long period of time without manually monitoring
the data collection task.
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Steps to collect avatar mobility traces are given below.
1. Our custom client was logged on near the center of the region and automated
to rotate periodically so that it can view other avatars in the region.
2. The simulator server periodically sends ObjectUpdate packet for other avatars
which are visible to our client. These packets contain avatar name, position
and rotation details and we logged them at 10 second intervals. Second Life
use quaternion format to represent rotations. The quaternion values were
transformed in to rotation matrix [6] in order to project the view angle in
XY plane.
4.3 Synthesized Texture Request Traces
The default viewing scope of an avatar in Second Life is a circular sector with 80
degree central angle and a radius of 64 meters. Deeming that a user needs to receive
all the textures in his avatars’ viewing scope to render the scenery, it is possible
to calculate the anticipated texture requests by a user at a given time using the
coordinate and view direction of his avatar and with the knowledge of coordinates
of all the textures in the region.
Avatar mobility traces contain periodic capture of avatar location and view
direction information. For each record in avatar mobility traces, viewing scope of
the avatar was calculated. Then using texture maps, all textures that fall within
avatars’ view scope were identified and those textures were requested to download.
Since Second Life clients can cache textures locally it is assumed that an avatar
needs to request a given texture only once even though that texture came in to
its view multiple times when avatar move across the region. Using this method,
we synthesized the texture request streams that would have been workload for
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a proxy cache which serve multiple users. The sampling interval for calculated
texture request traces is 10 seconds which is similar to the sampling interval of
avatar mobility traces.
The official Second Life client downloads some additional textures that are not
in their viewing scope. It is unclear how the Second Life client decides to download
textures outside of an avatar’s viewing scope. Hence for simplicity, we assumed that
clients will download only the textures which are essential to render the scenery in
viewing scope of the avatar.
In our work, we assumed that future NVEs will be extensively used so that
there will be significant amount of NVE users will be in corporate networks, such as
universities etc. We gathered information from users whose geographical locations
are unknown. These users are most probably in different networks. If, however,
they were in same network then our synthesized network traffic would be a realistic




This chapter provides an analysis of the texture traces we collected.
5.1 Texture Maps
We collected the texture maps of 100 Second Life regions. On average, a region
contains about 9000 texture instances. Graphic details such as grass, water, and
walls are represented using hundreds of replicated instances of the same texture.
Textures used for decorations such as sign boards, windows and wall pictures are
appeared as one or few instances. On average, a region contains 137 megabytes of
textures. Table 5.1 show details of textures counted from 100 regions. Appendix 1
contain texture map details of each individual region.
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Table 5.1: Texture Map Details
. Texture Instances Unique Textures Total Size of Textures (MB)
Average 7924 1269 137
Max 18174 5329 652
Min 108 24 1
stdev 3955 918 113
Table 5.2: Details of Texture request traces from 6 Second Life regions in 11 days
between 2011.01.19 to 2011.01.29
Region Name Number of Users Number of Requests Total Size of Requests (MB)
Freebies 6,732 7,570,921 912,995
Japan Resort 2,746 646,656 72,477
Mavue 4,936 836,589 77,329
Orientation Island 9,926 572,803 83,108
SUNLAND 5,234 2,976,818 264,325
Waterhead 8,248 970,717 55,009
5.2 Texture Request Traces
We synthesized two sets of texture request traces for our cache simulation studies.
The first set of texture request traces were synthesized using information collected
in 11 days between 2011.01.19 to 2011.01.29 from 6 Second Life regions. The second
set of texture request traces were synthesized using information collected in 16 days
between 2011.08.15 to 2011.08.30 from 4 Second Life regions. For popular Second
Life regions, there can be several terabytes of texture requests from thousands of
users. Table 5.2 and 5.3 show details of texture request traces.
We analysed the popularities of textures requested. Two interesting properties
Table 5.3: Details of Texture request traces from 4 Second Life regions in 16 days
between 2011.08.15 to 2011.08.30
Region Name Number of Users Number of Requests Total Size of Requests (MB)
Freebies 9,299 12,511,270 1,523,153
Mavue 4,694 963,680 73,723
Orientation Island 7,934 394,436 59,256























Texture Requests in Freebies on 2011-01-20 
Figure 5.1: Texture Popularity for Freebies on 2011.01.20
were found. Firstly, we observed that the popularity patterns in texture request
traces were similar across different days. Figure 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show popularity
patterns of textures for synthesized texture requests for Freebies on 20, 21 and 22
January 2011. Figure 5.4 shows popularity pattern of textures for 11 days between
2011.01.19 and 2011.01.29. These figures illustrate similar patterns of popularities
over several days. Results for other regions also exhibit similar trends.
Secondly, we observed skew shape in texture popularities. There are two groups
of textures which have two different popularity levels. Popularities of textures
within each group were in same magnitude while the popularity difference between
groups were significant. This made a skew shaped texture popularity pattern.
Figure 5.5 shows skewed texture popularity pattern for Mauve for 11 days between
2011.01.19 to 2011.01.29. Textures were rank ordered according to request rates






















Texture Requests in Freebies on 2011-01-21 





















Texture Requests in Freebies on 2011-01-22 




















Texture Requests in Freebies on 2011-10days 


















Texture Requests in Mauve on 2011-10days 






We run several proxy cache simulation experiments on our texture request traces.
This section describes the caching algorithms we used in our simulation experi-
ments.
6.1.1 LRU
LRU based cache replacement algorithms are known to perform reasonably well for
zipf’s like object request patterns evident in WWW network traffic. Even though
more sophisticated cache replacement algorithms are available for the WWW, the
performance of LRU is within an acceptable level compared to them [9, 10, 19].
Hence, for comparison purposes, we used the LRU scheme, which is simple and
fast.
LRU is a simple and well known dynamic caching scheme. The least recently
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used (requested) object is evicted from cache when there is not enough space in
cache to allocate for a newly requested object and if it is not already in the cache.
According to the principle of temporal locality, an object which as been requested
recently has a high chance to be requested in near future again. LRU is an algorithm
which exploits temporal localities in object request streams.
6.1.2 Static
In our initial evaluation of LRU, we observed that significant amounts of admits
and evictions of objects in cache are useless. This motivated us to evaluate static
caches where objects are seldom replaced. Two variations of static caches were
used.
• Static-B – Objects are ranked according to their request frequency and top
ranked objects were placed in cache. In this approach, cache contains a set of
objects that could have responsible for highest amount of bytes transfer over
network unless served by the cache.
• Static-H – Objects are ranked according to the values of object request fre-
quency/object size and top ranked objects were placed in cache. This ap-
proach tends to give high cache hit rate than Static-B. However byte hit
rates were low compared to Static-B.
Static caches need to know the request frequencies of objects in advance. We
observed that the texture request patterns are similar over periods of 24 hours (As
described in Chapter 5) and hence it is possible to approximate the popularity of
objects using the history of a previous day object requests.
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6.1.3 Hybrid Combinations of Static and LRU
We observed that static caches outperform dynamic LRU caches. When static
caches are used, however, there are objects that never served by the cache. To
address this dilemma, we evaluated hybrid combinations of static and LRU caches.
Total cache space was split in to two partitions. One cache partition was a dynamic
LRU cache while the other was a static cache. Several combinations were possible
with two static variants and different split ratios.
6.1.4 LFU
LFU is popularity based dynamic caching algorithm. The least frequently used
(requested) object is evicted from cache when there is not enough space in cache to
allocate for a newly requested object and if it is not already in the cache. We used
LFU to compare popularity based dynamic schemes with popularity based static
schemes.
6.2 Experiment 1: Hybrid of Static and LRU
Caches
In their studies on textures [26] in Second Life, Liang et al. have collected data
about sizes and location coordinates of textures in three Second Life regions namely
Isis, Ross, and Freebies. In their study about avatar mobility [27], they analysed
dynamics of avatar movements. They have collected location coordinates of avatars
with a sampling time of 10 seconds over several Second Life regions including Isis,
Ross, and Freebies. Both set of data match with each others and they belong to
the same time periods. We used these data to calculate texture request traces for
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our initial experiments.
We first evaluated LRU and variants of static caches on texture request traces for
Isis, Ross and Freebies regions for different total cache sizes. Total sizes of objects
were summed for each region. Total cache sizes varied from 5% to 30% of total
texture sizes in 5% steps. We found that static cache perform better than LRU.
Then we tried to find out whether there are optimum intermediate points between
100% dynamic and 100% static caches by using various hybrid combinations of
static and LRU caches. We found that 100% static caches performed better for all
the experiment cases.
Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 shows that static cache is outperforming LRU in terms
of hit rate as well as byte hit rate. Caching schemes were evaluated on the texture
request trace on 2008.10.24. To determine the contents of static cache, popularity
information of the texture request trace on 2008.03.11 was used. We noted that the
texture popularity patterns remained similar even though the gap between above
two dates was seven months. Static-H (which give high hit rates) was used in the
comparisons of hit rate while Static-B (which gives high byte hit rates) was used
in the comparisons of byte hit rate. It is not necessary to optimize static cache for
byte hit if the consideration is hits and vice-versa. Results on other two regions
also exhibited the same trend.
We noted a skew shape in texture popularity patterns. We rank ordered textures
according to the request count in texture request traces. Plots of request count vs.
rank of objects showed that in Second Life regions, there were two groups of textures
with two different popularity levels. Popularity level of textures within each group
were in the same magnitudes while the popularity level difference between the two
groups was significant. This resulted in a skew shaped texture popularity pattern.
Figure 6.3 shows texture popularity pattern for freebies region on 2008.10.24.
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Figure 6.1: Evaluation of Caching Algorithms on Texture Requests for Freebies on
2008.10.24
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Figure 6.2: Evaluation of Caching Algorithms on Texture Requests for Freebies on
2008.10.24
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Figure 6.3: Texture Popularity for Freebies on 2008.10.24
We attempted to find out whether the sizes of textures can influence this specific
popularity pattern. Figure 6.4 shows the scatter plot of size and request count for
textures in freebies region. Figure 6.5 shows texture sizes and request counts vs.
rank of objects according to the descending order of request count. Request counts
are from the texture request trace on 2008.10.24. Texture sizes and request counts
are scaled for a value between 0 and 1 by dividing respective maximum values.
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show that there is no strong relationship between sizes and
number of requests for objects.
Our next intention was to investigate whether static caching works well for all
kind of skewed popularity patterns. We designed a simple model to represent all
possible skew shaped popularity patterns. We evaluated static, LRU, and hybrid
of static and LRU caching schemes on the generated hypothetical texture request
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Figure 6.4: Texture Size vs Request Count for Freebies Region on 2008.10.24
traces based on our model and found static caching works well for all skewed pop-
ularity patterns.
To represent all possible variations of skewed popularity patterns we designed
a simple model shown in Figure 6.6. In the model, y-axis is the probability of
requesting an object and x-axis is the ranks of objects where objects are ordered
according to the descending order of request probabilities. H and D are two pa-
rameters. Different values for H and D parameters in this model can be used to
define different degrees of skewness in object popularity patterns. As an example,
if D is equal to the total number of objects then this model represent a uniform
popularity pattern.
Using the model shown in Figure 6.6, we generated hypothetical request traces
to represent all the possible shapes of request patterns. Following are the criteria
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Figure 6.5: Texture Size,Request Count vs Rank for Freebies Region on 2008.10.24
Figure 6.6: Model to Represent Skewed Popularity Patterns
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used to generate hypothetical request traces:
• A list of 1,782 textures from Freebies is used. Textures are in different sizes.
Since there is no clear relationship between popularity and texture sizes, 5
different rank orderings of textures were used to generate 5 sets of request
traces.
1. According to descending order of texture sizes (ie. It assumed that
biggest objects are most popular.)
2. According to ascending order of texture sizes.
3. According to the actual popularity order based on the texture request
trace from freebies on 2008.03.11.
4. Two other random orderings.
• Let N be the total number of textures. The possible range of D is 1 to N .
When D is equal to N , the model is representing a uniform request pattern.
We used 5% to 95% of D values in 5% steps.
• The meaningful range of H is 0 to 1/N . When H is equal to 1/N the model
is representing a uniform request pattern. We used 0% to 90% of H values
in 10% steps.
• The length of each generated request trace was 50000 requests. Textures were
randomly placed in the generated request traces, according to the probabili-
ties of requesting each texture. Probability values can be calculated using D,
H, and N = 1,782.
• Since the behavior of LRU is not only dependent on the number of occurrences
but also on order of appearance of objects in request trace, for each D and
H combination, 5 different traces were generated.
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We evaluated the hybrid static and LRU cache on the generated request traces.
For each pair of H and D combinations that were used to generate hypothetical
request traces, we varied the LRU cache percentage from 0% to 100% in 5% steps
and recorded the LRU cache percentage value which resulted in maximum hit rate
and maximum byte hit rate. The same procedure was repeated for total cache sizes
of 1%, 5% and 10% of total object size. Static-H and Static-B were used in the
comparison of hit rate and byte hit rate respectively.
The results of experiment showed that static caches are better for every kind
of skewed access patterns and for all the orderings of textures including the two
extreme cases where textures were ordered according to ascending and descending
orders of sizes. Considering hit rate, 100% static cache which was optimized for
hits (Static-H) outperformed all the other cache splitting combinations including
100% LRU. Considering byte hit rate, 100% static cache which was optimized for
byte hits (Static-B) was better.
Results of these experiments motivated us for evaluation of static caches for
object request traces that span over more than one day. Since our intention was to
reduce the network traffic, we were interested in byte hit rate rather than the hit
rate. Hence for the following experiments, we used static-B which gives more byte
hit rate.
6.3 Results Using Traces from January 2011
For the second cache simulation experiment, we collected information from six
Second Life regions. We observed that the following regions are frequently visited
by comparably high number of avatars. Hence we selected them for our studies.
• Freebies – A region which give free items to its visitors.
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• SUNLAND – A region which give free items to its visitors. This region is
decorated with more adult themes.
• Orientation Island Public – A region which gives interactive helps to new
residents on basic controls of their avatars. New residents in Second Life are
referred to this region upon registration.
• Japan Resort – The star shape of the land in this region was uncommon.
Most of the Second Life regions were square shaped lands.
• Mauve – A region where there were frequent social events.
• Waterhead – A region which contains lot of small islands. Significant portion
of the region contained water.
We collected avatar mobility traces and texture maps in 12 days between 2011.01.18
and 2011.01.29 from above regions. We generated texture request traces for 2011.01.18
and for 11 days between 2011.01.19 and 2011.01.29 for all six regions. Also we ag-
gregated texture requests from all six regions in one long trace by chronologically
ordering the requests in order to represent workload for multiple regions.
We evaluated Static-B, LFU, and LRU caching schemes for the above mentioned
texture request traces. To determine the contents of static cache, texture popularity
information from the texture request trace on 2011.01.18 was used. Cache sizes were
varied from 1%-5% in 1% steps and 5%-50% in 5% steps of total texture sizes. Our
simulations show that static cache outperforms LRU and LFU in terms of byte hit
rates. Even though LFU give slightly better results for aggregated texture request
trace from all six regions, simple static cache still give a reasonable performance.
Figure 6.7 to 6.13 show results of our cache simulations.
According to Figures 6.7 to 6.13 , the performances of LRU, LFU and Static-
B showed an linear increase when the cache size increases. However, the rate of
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performance increase for recency-based LRU is lower than frequency based LFU
and Static. The performance gap widens when the cache size is increased. This is
a good evidence for suitability of frequency based cache policies for NVE.
Furthermore, Figures 6.7 to 6.13 shows that, significant amount of network
traffic can be reduced by caching a small percentage of texture contents. For
example, when 15% of textures were cached, static caching scheme leads to give
byte hit rates in range of 20% - 50%. Figure 6.8 shows the cache simulation
results for Orientation Island Public region and at 15% cache size static cache
gives about 20% of byte hit rate and would reduce the network traffic by factor
of 1/5. Figure 6.12 shows the cache simulation results for Mauve region and at
15% cache size static cache gives about 50% of byte hit rate and would reduce
the network traffic by factor of 1/2. As shown in Table 5.2, when no caching is
used, the total amount of texture associated network traffic for these two regions
in 11 days between 2011.01.19 and 2011.01.29 would be 83,108 MB and 55,009 MB
respectively. Studies showed that Second Life contain more than 13000 regions[31]
and would produce millions of megabytes of network traffic daily. Proxy caching
of textures at strategic location would save a significant amount of bandwidth.
6.4 Results Using Traces from August 2011
We also collected avatar mobility traces and texture maps in 17 days between
2011.08.14 and 2011.08.30 from four Second Life regions namely Freebies, SUN-
LAND, Mauve and Orientation Island Public. We generated texture request traces
for 2011.01.14 and for 16 days between 2011.08.15 and 2011.08.30 for all 4 regions.
Also we aggregated texture requests from all 6 regions in one long trace by chrono-
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Figure 6.7: Evaluation of Caching Algorithms on Texture Requests for Freebies
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Figure 6.8: Evaluation of Caching Algorithms on Texture Requests for Orientation
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Figure 6.9: Evaluation of Caching Algorithms on Texture Requests for SUNLAND
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Figure 6.10: Evaluation of Caching Algorithms on Texture Requests for Japan
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Figure 6.11: Evaluation of Caching Algorithms on Texture Requests for Mauve
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Figure 6.12: Evaluation of Caching Algorithms on Texture Requests for Waterhead
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Figure 6.13: Evaluation of Caching Algorithms on Texture Requests for All Regions
for 11 days between 2011.01.19 and 2011.01.29
We evaluated Static-B and LRU caching schemes on above mentioned texture
request traces. Texture popularity information from 2011.08.14 texture request
trace was used to determine the contents of static cache. Cache sizes varied from
1%-5% in 1% steps and 5%-50% in 5% steps of total texture sizes. Our simulations
shows that Static cache outperforms LRU in terms of byte hit rates. Figure 6.14
to 6.18 show the results of our cache simulations.
Our third cache simulation experiment validated the results of cache simulation
experiment described in previous section. When the cache size increase performance
of LRU and Static linearly, and the rate of performance increase for recency based
LRU is lower than the frequency based static. This is a good evidence for suitability
of frequency based cache policies for NVE.
According to the figures figures shown in Section 6.3 and 6.4, it can be observed

















Cache size as % to total texture size
Evaluation of caching algorithms on texture requests for Freebies region from 2011.08.15 to 2011.08.30 
Static-B
LRU
Figure 6.14: Evaluation of Caching Algorithms on Texture Requests for Freebies
Region for 16 days between 2011.08.15 and 2011.08.30
scheme. Figure 6.8 and 6.15 shows results for Orientation Island Public in two
experiments. Orientation Island Public is a region which attract newly registered
Second Life users. These users tend to explore the region. However, previous
studies showed that, normally in Second Life regions, majority of avatars tends
to stay at their favourite locations rather than wandering around [24, 27]. In
this aspect, avatar mobility pattern in Orientation Island Public is different from
normal Second Life region. Therefore, traffic patterns of Orientation Island Public
should be different from normal Second Life regions. However, for this different
traffic pattern, frequency based cache policies still perform well and this is another

















Cache size as % to total texture size
Evaluation of caching algorithms on texture requests for Orientation Island Public region from 2011.08.15 to 2011.08.30 
Static-B
LRU
Figure 6.15: Evaluation of Caching Algorithms on Texture Requests for Orientation

















Cache size as % to total texture size
Evaluation of caching algorithms on texture requests for Mauve region from 2011.08.15 to 2011.08.30 
Static-B
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Figure 6.16: Evaluation of Caching Algorithms on Texture Requests for Mauve

















Cache size as % to total texture size
Evaluation of caching algorithms on texture requests for SUNLAND region from 2011.08.15 to 2011.08.30 
Static-B
LRU
Figure 6.17: Evaluation of Caching Algorithms on Texture Requests for SUNLAND


















Cache size as % to total texture size
Evaluation of caching algorithms on texture requests for All region from 2011.08.15 to 2011.08.30 
Static-B
LRU
Figure 6.18: Evaluation of Caching Algorithms on Texture Requests for All regions




Networked Virtual Environments (NVEs) are Internet applications that imitate
real world using rich 3D graphics and allow various types of realistic interactions
among geographically distributed users. One of the main problems associated with
NVEs is high amount of network traffic due to graphical texture contents. We
propose proxy caching of textures as a solution to this problem. Our studies show
proxy caching of textures would significantly reduce network traffic. We conducted
simulation experiments to identify cache policies suitable for this purpose and our
experiments show popularity based static caching schemes would perform well.
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APPENDIX 1 - DETAILS OF
TEXTURE MAPS
Region Name Number of Number of Total Size
Textures Unique Textures (MB)
3yal 7artna 5357 634 71
Afterlight NewMoon 9577 764 88
AL7EJAZ KSA 3375 359 26
Aldora 6319 888 100
Amazing World 17257 1548 167
Ambat 6503 1378 123
Amberville 11123 1827 212
Ambrosia Dance Club 7840 1769 211
Arapaima 3854 91 5
Astral Dreams 7574 1881 282
Balcones 9153 1393 166
56
Barbarossa 2075 230 13
Bare Rose 12213 3962 401
BLADERUNNER CITY 13766 2176 244
Candia 6922 1503 204
Castle Valeria 108 24 1
Caverns of Aleval 11142 2665 276
Dance Island 12043 2358 331
Degrand 2273 130 11
Double Drop 11618 607 43
Duffield 5309 1048 89
Erminea 6012 1303 118
Fashion Earth Sky 8023 1483 249
Ferox 5639 603 62
Freebies 9695 2781 341
Genius 8309 1998 199
Good Use Island 7464 1378 164
Gotlib 6708 1268 175
Gypsy Moon 9690 2320 286
Hau Koda 7858 292 15
Help Island Public 2898 310 25
Hunburgh 8968 1757 154
Hyles 6802 1164 95
Icewater 8216 1682 191
Isabel 4256 963 72
japan canvas 11810 2478 229
57
Japan Resort 7866 810 86
Junkyard Blues 14667 2517 214
Koala dAlliez 6079 1272 126
Kuula 5985 1060 89
Land of Glory 13980 1988 228
Leords 7368 1882 190
Liberty Central W 12386 2052 217
LISBON INTER PRISE2 6443 1300 165
LM Sand Beach 5379 962 117
Lonsdale 7545 1090 104
Lozi 7062 1363 108
MacMorris 11043 2120 178
Maemilkkot 6401 1248 122
Mauve 6521 611 42
McFarren 5034 1436 116
McGavet 12325 1872 208
Monkee Business 9839 1362 152
Moorea Bay 4923 872 82
Moose Beach 1800 93 5
Myanimo 147321 1486 113
Mystro Pestro 5796 1387 145
Nagoya South Nippon 7768 1471 107
Natoma 8377 300 16
Nelsonia 3896 111 7
Orburs 7297 1196 133
58
Orientation Island Public 2311 70 9
Pandora Magic 8454 1091 103
Perfect Fantasy 5286 1290 136
Phenomenal Island 6283 1408 161
Plebeja 7458 690 63
Plum 976 125 9
Pooley 1382 312 22
Prefab Houses 9451 790 64
Prime 3D 11068 667 61
Putnami 10167 2013 170
Ragnarok 13557 546 61
Roo 7495 1415 214
SASUKE 9682 1565 136
Sexy Freebies Paradise 11963 5329 652
Sezuan 14188 3147 382
Shinda 4554 613 78
Sine Wave Island 11904 500 52
Sound Light Radio 8637 1997 213
Spain 6773 956 95
SUNLAND 8235 2197 268
Sushene Heaven 18046 315 41
Sweethearts 10500 2427 269
tempura island 17211 462 40
TEMPURA SOBA 2652 450 48
Tenera 6433 303 20
59
Terri 4775 515 34
The Lovers Isle 7000 864 109
Third Dimension 10799 1704 206
Threlkeld 3984 1045 82
Treasury Island 9429 1458 131
Turkiye 5623 450 39
Twilight Newmoon 15759 1875 160
Velda 5750 1610 210
Venice Passion 18174 3843 562
Vilania 2815 84 5
Village 6857 1303 166
Violet 4045 163 12
Waterhead 3634 365 24
Zebrasil 895 60 7
